The Best Solution for Commercial Fishing

We are happy to announce that Nobeltec has officially launched the new WASSP Plus Pack. This Plus Pack can be added to our professional fishing software Nobeltec TimeZero Catch, and unlocks advanced compatibility between the two systems.

WASSP is a multi-beam sounder capable of transmitting 112 depth points (224 for the Survey version) on a wide 120° port-starboard swath of the seafloor in one ping.

There are various models of WASSP available (Fishing and Survey versions) and TimeZero is compatible with all of them except for the old Survey model 160-S.

A WASSP system looks like this (the computer is missing):

It is now possible to interface the WASSP processor (WASSP computer) to another computer running Nobeltec TimeZero Catch v2.0.5 with the WASSP Plus Pack.

This system will appeal to professional fishing customers who want to have the most powerful system onboard.

Please watch this short demo video to see the powerful integration features available in this WASSP - Nobeltec TimeZero Catch system:
Highlights of the Nobeltec TimeZero Catch - WASSP Plus Pack System

- **Generate a Fast, Accurate Bathy Chart**

Nobeltec TimeZero Catch with the WASSP Plus Pack can take all the depth points generated by WASSP and perform seabed profiling at up to 100 times the speed of conventional single-beam sounders.

This means TimeZero will record bathy data for not only directly below the vessel but also the surrounding area, all in real-time. This speeds up the process of bathy recording, to give fishermen an accurate, detailed chart faster than ever before. The below screen shot shows the width of one single boat passage:

- **'BackScatter' Bottom Hardness Data**

The WASSP Sounder also sends Nobeltec TimeZero Catch "BackScatter" data which provides information about the Bottom Hardness of the area.

This Bottom Hardness data is recorded by TimeZero and can be displayed using a color scale similar to the Depth Shading directly on your navigation chart.

This additional information further enhances your commercial fishing system, letting you find the best fishing spots with increased precision.

- **Additional Features from Nobeltec TimeZero Catch**
By connecting a WASSP Sounder to Nobeltec TimeZero Catch, the user will experience improved display resolution and better 3D presentation.

Fishermen will also have access to all of the advanced features of Nobeltec TimeZero Catch such as Depth Shading, Discrete Color Shading, Contour Lines, Marks Management, etc.

You will find full information about the features available in Nobeltec TimeZero Catch [here](#).

**Pricing:** SRP of the WASSP Plus Pack is $1,500.

**Where it is sold:** The WASSP Plus Pack is only available to purchase from authorized Nobeltec dealers. Find all our dealers [here](#).

Please contact us at [marketing@nobeltec.com](mailto:marketing@nobeltec.com) if you have further questions, or visit the dedicated [WASSP Plus Pack webpage](#).

Sincerely,

**Nobeltec Marketing Department**
[marketing@nobeltec.com](mailto:marketing@nobeltec.com)